
New Ways Of Working



“The nooks are an 
instant smash-hit”

- Webgains CEO, Richard Dennys

Enabling more flexible & 
collaborative work styles

workspaces
for



Immediate results
in varied work spaces

“the nooks are so adaptable”
- Future Space Director

innovation
hubs

for



Enabling better concentration 
& connections

“Students love the Nooks for both 
private and small group work”
- Design West, University of the West of England

for

universities



Adaptable on-site resource for hotel 
conferencing & meetings

for

hotels

“nooks are the perfect place 
for a hotel event meeting”
- Novotel Corporate Event visitor



Coloured & customised
to suit any space

“Our tenants love the Nook pods”
- Bristol & Bath Science Park Director, Tom Beasley

for

science
parks



Fitted in under an hour, 
moved easily

Nook in the business lounge of a coworking business. 
Relocates for events. Helps free-up larger meeting space.

Simple order process, short lead times,
Delivered & installed quickly

“The nooks help our co-working 
space to function more flexibly”

- Engine Shed Director, Nick Sturge

for

co-working



Solving serious space issues
in corporate offices

“Our nooks are in constant 
use. People love their 
intimate atmosphere”
- Adidas Management Assistant, Hellen Engel 

for

corporate
offices



Creating engaging environments for 
new generations of workers

“nooks are GREAT. People really enjoy 
them and they are in constant use ”

- Leah Soaft, Assistant Facilities Manager, Facebook 

for

tech giants



Providing great meeting spaces 
and hot-desking in compact 

business environments

“nooks are GREAT. People really enjoy 
them and they are in constant use ”

- Leah Soaft, Assistant Facilities Manager, Facebook 

for

small
businesses



Powerful event solutions for 
meeting hire, sponsorship & media use

“The Nook meeting village was 
a great success at Web Summit”
- Paul Butler, Event Director, Web Summit

for

exhibitions &
conferences



The power of nook is in allowing people to
focus and to feel able to talk more openly

for

multiple 
applications

concentration
deep work
one-to-ones
mentoring

training
meetings

phone calls
skype calls
interviews

hr face-to-face
networking

coffee & eating
counselling
consulting



Established pedigree with Corporate, SME, 
Education, Hospitality  & Event customers

NOOK LOVERS
Nooks are making a difference for customers in corporate offices, 
coworking spaces, education based environments and in the event arena. 

Here’s a sample of who is using Nook to enhance their environments today.

Performance Marketing

Technology Conference University Public Library Changing Workplace Culture

Healthcare
Recipe Sharing

Online Community

Innovation Hub & 
Coworking Space

Innovation Hub & Coworking Space

Advanced Micro DevicesConnecting People

customers



Agile people-centric design
Delivering work-enhancing benefits

5.International mains & USB 
charging sockets for devices

6. Shelf creates 2D work surface. Use it for phones, coffees, wallets, arms etc

7.Parts can be added or 
removed to create 
Privacy or Openness

2. Upholstery throughout enhances quietness

choose your own fabric colour here

4. Large Comfortable Desk Area in white 
laminate, real oak veneer or bespoke finish

3.Flexible seating. 
Spacious for two, 
cozy for up to FOUR 
people per Nook. 
More can be added.

1.Roof creates intimacy, quietness and a sense of privacy

Explore 10 benefits of Nook

9.Colour Controllable 
Lighting enhances mood 
and improves legibility

8. Easily Branded
urLOGO

features &
benefits

10. Easily moved on lockable heavy duty non-marking castors

https://www.camirafabrics.com/fabrics-and-samples/xtreme


Sized and designed to fit
people and places

92cm
200cm

196cm

200kgs

NOOK SPECIFICATIONS

Capacity: 1-2 people long term
Up to 4 people short term

Width: 200cm external
Depth: 92cm external

90cm internal
Height: 196cm external
Weight: 200kgs
Max Load: 400kgs

Fire Rating
Fabric: Camira Xtreme, Class 1IM 
Shell: EUROLIGHT, rating D-s1 d0
Parts: EURODEKOR MFC, rating D-s2 d0

Soundproofing
Nook is intentionally open on one side. 
This openness combats the claustrophobia, 
staleness of air and overheating that 
enclosed pods encounter. Nook balances 
this openness and approachability with a 
surprising quietness once inside. Users 
have called it ‘an oasis of calm’. It is not 
productive to put decibel readings on this 
effect as its not a simple quantifiable 
measurement. It is a feeling of intimacy 
and peace which delights and promotes 
focus, as Nook users will attest.

Self-Assembly
Nook can be built by a novice in approx. 
60 minutes on the very first go. It can be 
disassembled in under 20 minutes (always 
easier to be destructive, isn’t it!). 

Mobility
Nooks’ heavy-duty lockable castors ensure 
1-2 people can move a Nook easily. This 
portability, coupled with how Nooks work 
together, enables hyper-agile 
environments.

specifications



Optional Wireless Charging

Qi COMPATIBLE DEVICE?
If your mobile device is Qi wireless charging 
enabled, then you’re ready to go! Simply place it 
on the Aircharge wireless charger and it will start 
charging instantly.

NON-Qi DEVICE?
Don’t worry! Through our range of receivers and 
accessories, we can enable any other non-Qi 
device to enjoy the freedom of wireless 
charging. We include everything you need, pre-
installed and ready to use.

Integrated power for laptops & devices
with optional wireless power solutions

Colour Adaptable Lighting
Adjust lighting conditions to 
match the occupant or the task

Smart USB Outlets 
Simultaneously charge up 
to 4 tablet or phone devices

Surge Protected
Universal Mains Outlets 
Plug in any device with 2 or 3 
pin UK, EU, US, AU socket heads

Optional Wireless Charging
Enabling a cable-free world, 
in partnership with Aircharge

power &
lighting



Power & cabling for flexibility, 
convenience & safety.

RGB LED 
with Remote 
Control

DESKTOP POWER STRIP
3 Sockets for UK, EU, US 
Plugs. 4 USB Sockets

MAINS POWER STRIP
INTEGRATED IN NOOK BASE
SURGE PROTECTED 10A 4-WAY

LED DESKLAMP

1 SPARE SOCKET 
FOR CONNECTING 
NOOKS TOGETHER

10A 3-PIN UK 
MAINS PLUG

power &
lighting



Colours & Materials 
to match any space

CHOOSING NOOK COLOURS

A - UPHOLSTERY
Included in the price of a Nook is your choice of any colour, 
per individual Nook, from the Camira – Xtreme fabric range.

Xtreme is a modern crepe weave fabric made from 100% 
recycled polyester, diverting waste from landfill & saving 
virgin raw materials. Its stretch properties, coupled with 
inherent flame resistance, durability and non-pilling 
properties make Xtreme a popular fabric. 

https://www.camirafabrics.com/fabrics-and-samples/xtreme

Nook can be manufactured with almost any fabric, quoted 
on a case by case basis.

The Nook outer shell is usually white to match most 
environments. This can be changed in one of two ways.

B - OUTER SHELL WRAP
Nook can be completely or partially wrapped in a vinyl self-
adhesive print. This allows Nook to be ‘dressed-up’ as any 
style to suit a design or interior. Some examples on the right. 
This can be done for an order as low as 1 Nook. Enquire for 
more info & pricing.

C - OUTER SHELL MATERIAL CHANGE
The outer shell and interior parts can also be changed to any 
finish which is available from the Egger Eurolight range. This 
can be done on a minimum order quantity of 10 Nooks.

TASK 
SEATING

ASH/MATCH
RESISTANT

TASK 
SEATING ENVIRONMENTAL 10 YEAR

GAURANTEE

A

B

C

for

colours &
finishes



Remove Rear Wall Upper on two Nooks and place 
together for a generous 4-person workspace

Join Nooks & add components
to adapt to tasks & spaces

adaptability



Add seats to form extra 
external resting areas

Fit up to four people 
per nook for short meetings

Join several Nooks together 
to form larger meeting spaces

Create a Nook theatre with gallery 
seating. Regular office chairs will fit inside.

Join Nooks & add components
to adapt to tasks & spaces

adaptability



Branding + white label options available

INCLUDED - Standard Nook Branding INCLUDED - Customer Co-branded Nook

OPTIONAL – OEM/Customer Only Branding OPTIONAL - White Label Nook 

brandability



Q: What does one Nook include at base-price include?
A: Included in the cost of a single Nook is everything you need to get started 
with Nook – Nook shell on wheels, soundproofing upholstery in a colour of 
your choosing, seats and table, overhead lighting & task lamp, mains power 
& USB power points, rear wall lower half.

Q: What extra parts, options or accessories are available for Nook?
A: To the base Nook you can add: Rear Wall upper in standard laminate or a 
whiteboard finish; wireless power charging, extra seats for around the nook.

Q: What finishes are available for a Nook?
A: UPHOLSTERY - Included in the price of a Nook is your choice of any colour, 
per individual Nook, from the Camira – Xtreme fabric range. Xtreme is a 
modern crepe weave fabric made from 100% recycled polyester, diverting 
waste from landfill & saving virgin raw materials. Its stretch properties, 
coupled with inherent flame resistance, durability and non-pilling properties 
make Xtreme a popular fabric. https://www.camirafabrics.com/fabrics-and-
samples/xtreme - Note: Nook can be manufactured with almost any fabric, 
quoted on a case by case basis.

The Nook outer shell is usually white to match most environments. This can 
be changed in one of two ways.

OUTER SHELL WRAP - Nook can be completely or partially wrapped in a vinyl 
self-adhesive print. This allows Nook to be ‘dressed-up’ as any style to suit a 
design or interior. Some examples on the right. This can be done for an order 
as low as 1 Nook. Enquire for more info & pricing.

OUTER SHELL MATERIAL CHANGE - The outer shell and interior parts can also 
be changed to any finish which is available from the Egger Eurolight range. 
This can be done on a minimum order quantity of 10 Nooks.

Q: Does Nook come fully built of flat-packed?
A: Purchased Nooks are usually delivered flat-packed with a service to build 
onsite included. Hired Nooks for events usually come fully built, ready to 
wheel in to place, unless the location dictates that flat-packed & built onsite 
is required.

Q: Can Nook be easily assembled and disassembled?
A: Yes it takes around 20 minutes to take a Nook apart and 60 minutes to
build one. Instructions are provided. Typical Nook delivery service includes
an onsite build in a location of choice, testing & packaging removal.

Q: What is the soundproofing level of Nook?
A: Nook is intentionally open on one side. This openness combats the 
claustrophobia, staleness of air and overheating that enclosed pods 
encounter. Nook balances this openness and approachability with a 
surprising quietness once inside. Sitting in to a Nook removes much of the 
disturbing high frequency noise from the noise spectrum. It removes the 
strain of having to focus hard on a conversation and brings a sense of relief 
and relaxation. Users have called it ‘an oasis of calm’. It is not productive to 
put decibel readings on this effect as its not a simple quantifiable 
measurement. It is a feeling of intimacy and peace which adds to personal 
wellbeing and promotes focus.

FA
Q

Q: What are the Nook materials & fire ratings?
A: Nook is constructed of three main materials;
1. Fabric: Camira Xtreme, Fire Rating: Class 1IM
2. Shell: Egger, EUROLIGHT, Fire Rating: D-s1 d0 
3. Parts: Egger, EURODEKOR MFC, Fire Rating: D-s2 d0
4. Wheels: Grey Non-marking Polyurethane Shore A92 Tyre

Certificates & info sheets for all materials HERE.

Q: Is it possible to add other branding to the Nook?
A: Yes. We offer a service to add branding to the Nook outside walls and
table leg. This can be in combination with the Nook brand, in place of the
Nook brand, or the Nook can be provided entirely ‘white’, with no branding.

Q: What are the dimensions of a Nook?
A: Nook is available in one size, measuring 200cm wide x 92cm deep x 196cm
tall. The internel seat width is 90cm.

Q: What does a Nook weigh?
A: One Nook weighs approximately 200kgs/440lbs

Q: Is it possible to connect Nooks together?
A: Yes, Nooks are designed to work alone or together. There are a number of
possible configurations:
1. Place two Nooks opposite each other with a gap in between for a

super private 4-person meeting space
2. Remove the Rear Wall Upper of two Nooks and place back to back to

communicate across Nooks
3. Remove the full Rear Wall and join many Nooks together to create

larger meeting spaces
4. Place Nooks edge to edge in an array or at angles to create an

enclosed group work or presentation space

Q: Are the Nook castors lockable?
A: All 4 heavy duty castor wheels are swivel and fully lockable. Its ideal but 
not necessary to lock all 4 wheels, once the Nook is in its destination 
location. 

Q: What power requirements does the Nook have?
A: The Nook runs on a single standard Mains Plug. You will find this plug and 
lots of spare cable stored at the back at the bottom of the Nook. 

Q: What power options does the Nook offer?
There are two power distribution units (PDUs) in the Nook. One for facilities 
and one for the user. The facilities PDU is surge protected and positioned 
under the base at the rear of the Nook. This PDU connects to the mains via a 
4m cable. This PDU has a spare socket which can be used to connect Nooks 
together. Nook also comes with a desktop surge-protected PDU which 
contains international mains plug sockets and USB power points. This PDU 
can be removed from its housing and placed on the table to accommodate 
large power adaptors. Wireless Power Charging is an option extra.

Q: What is Wireless Power Charging?
A: Inductive charging (also known as wireless charging or cordless charging) 
uses an electromagnetic field to transfer energy between two objects 
through electromagnetic induction.

Q: What does the wireless charging option for Nook include?
A: Two built in charging pads in the table, a USB hub and one receiver ‘orb’.

Q: Which phones have wireless charging built-in?
A: An up to date list of wireless chargeable phones can be found here.

Q: Can data and other cables be added?
A: Nook includes a generous cable trough and egress port at the rear of the 
table, exiting to the rear base of the Nook. The centre section of the cable 
port is removable. Customers can fit their own cables & connection points, or 
Nook can be supplied with these on demand.

Lighting
The overhead light should come on straight away once the unit is powered. 
The task lamp will be on or off depending on the position of the switch which 
you will find in the lead, close to the lamp itself. The overhead light is an RGB 
LED which can be colour and brightness controlled using the provided 
Remote Control. Use this to set the light colour of choice, control the 
dimness and decide if you wish to have the light cycle through the colour 
range. Please also be aware that the cable box through which the cables for 
the desktop lamp & PDU travel has a removable cover. Should anything 
accidentally be dropped through the cable aperture in the desktop, this can 
be retrieved by removing this cover panel.

Seating
The Nook seats are completely removable and most standard canteen style 
seats can be positioned in the Nook instead. This is often used to create a 
bench gallery for 4 people to sit ‘at’ the Nook while two people sit inside, say 
for example for an interview or presentation. Some examples of these 
alternate seating arrangements can be seen in the Nook brochure.

Rear Wall Configuration
The Nook comes delivered with the rear wall lower half included. Both lower
and optional upper wall can easily be added/removed using an Allen Key, by
undoing 4 bolts in each (please ensure to use two people to carry out any
changes in the Nook and handle the parts carefully to ensure no dropping of
heavy components. Some customers prefer to not use the rear wall upper,
especially if the Nook is being placed by a window and natural light is
available.

Other features of Nook to be aware of

• Put nooks together to make a meeting/socialising tunnel
• Euro, UK and US plugs all work in the desk top sockets
• USB ports included
• Cables all hidden
• Seat cushion cover is removable for washing
• All fabric material is highest flame retardant rating (same as used in

public transport)
• Structural material is Egger Eurolight (melamine faced chipboard

with cardboard honeycomb centre)
• Overhead light is colour adjustable with an infra-red remote control

(provided)
• Table is real wood oak veneer on MDF – unless otherwise specified

https://www.camirafabrics.com/fabrics-and-samples/xtreme
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/zjqq4i4ay52tr5i/AAA_KrDjgoApNj5eEW_OqYCVa?dl=0
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cordless
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Electromagnetic_field
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Energy
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Electromagnetic_induction


the future of collaborative workspaces

www.becomfort.be info@becomfort.be +32 491 39 09 24


